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"Affiliate marketing has made businesses millions 
and ordinary people millionaires."

Bo Bennet

History: 
Brightery started to enter the business industry 2016 with a small team. we 
provided small clinics ERP, And marketing tools to help advertisers to make 
more sales and growth. 

Brightery The leading marketing and software hub, 

2017
Team was bigger, Progress became faster and brightery started to open new 
locations. 

2018
We had dedicated stable team can work on any platform, Design team from 
several countries and several nationalities.

2019
Making millions, we've placed a full marketing and affiliate program to start 
selling millions of licences for our products create huge sales for services. 
We can't do this alone, We're going to do this with your help.

Locations Where can you find us? 

El Segundo, CA
USA
+1 (424) 526-4245 
elsegundo@brightery.com

Head Quarter
New York,
USA
+1 (424) 307-5283
newyork@brightery.com

New York

Kuwait city, 
Kuwait
kuwait@brightery.com
 

Kuwait

Maadi, Cairo
Egypt
+201019522649
cairo@brightery.com
 

Cairo

Miami, Alexandria
Egypt
+201272656227
alexandria@brightery.com

Alexandria

Dublin, 
ireland
ireland@brightery.com

Ireland



"Patience, persistence, and perspiration make an 
unbeatable combination for success."

Napoleon Hill

Partnerships Companies brightery made partnership with

This  i s  not  everything

THE MOST IMPORTANT PARTNERSHIPS

This is not everything, we've got a good list of partnerships around the 
world and with big companies. 
Such as: name.com, hostgator... etc
 



"The more informative your advertising, the more 
persuasive it will be."

David Ogilvy

Products Products and commissions 

Hello, 
We've got a list of products that we've already released and improving each 
day. Those products are amazing, Easy to use and easy to sell. 
 
You get high commissions when you affiliate on those products up to (40%)
 BRIGHTERY PRODUCTS - STORE LINK

We're supporting affiliates with help, and ideas, you may give suggestions to 
our products to improve and make more sales.

Services Services and commissions 

Services is a little bit different from products, it's a bit harder to sell and 
making more time to get it done. 
 
You get up to (25%) commissions on every sale, and this changes from 
project to other. 

Price ranges: 
WordPress development pricing ranges
1,000 USD - 15,000 USD
OpenCart development pricing ranges
3,000 USD - 30,000 USD
Magento development pricing ranges
4,000 USD - 45,000 USD

https://www.brightery.com/en/store
https://www.brightery.com/en/store


"Marketing is too important to be left to the 
marketing department."

David Packard

From Scratch projects: 
Any project has it's own estimation and it's own commission.
 Marketing and Digital marketing:
Only on packages for social media management, You earn 25% of any 
package client subscribed on. for the first month.
No commissions for social advertising or ppc.
SMS Marketing campaigns:
There's no commissions in some regions.
 
Policies: 
You can't spam with brightery name. 
You can't stand for religious or nudity. 
you can't publish nude or pornography items.
you can't act like you're brightery, You have to use other name.
 

* Privacy and policy, Terms of usage and conditions applied



"Opportunity is missed by most people because it is 
dressed in overalls and looks like hard work."

Thomas Edison

the 1st of every month brightery giving away all commissions for affiliate 
marketing specialists all around the world, No exceptions. 
 
You have to wait 30 days to earn your commission, No exceptions. 

Bank Account: 
Only for affiliates making more than $50,000 total sales/month or higher. 
We support all types of banks, Except for american express.

Commissions When do you get your commission?

Payments How do you get your commission 

Available payment methods: 
( Bank account transfer - Western union transfer - PayPal transfer )

Western union transfer: 
Only for affiliates making more than $30,000 total sales/month or higher. 
All western union locations that it support included except for Nigeria and India.

PayPal: 
For any affiliate marketer that reach more than $100 total sales/month 

* total sales affiliate made, not commission. whatever the commission rate is.

Thank you.


